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When the choice of bed sheets is between fitted sheet only or flat sheet only, it will be important to
determine what exactly is wanted.  One of the most common concerns is whether or not there are
some deciding factors that will make a difference to the choice.

Fitted sheet only are common ways to cover the mattress as there are mitered corners, which fit
neatly over and under the mattresses. The finish of such bed sheets is fantastic, offering fully elastic
features in the corners or strides that ensure snug fit and looks like a well fitted glove cladding the
bed. Elastic corners have been a preferred and aesthetically perfect choice because they allow
users to slip them under their mattress, this making the appearance neat and clean. The full
elasticized versions may look bunched up if the fabric chosen for weaving these bed sheets differ.
There are major advantages of this fitted sheet only because they are available in most of the
common sizes that can cater to the needs of deeper mattresses and varied sizes. There are some
mattress accessories that can also be chosen to ensure that the sheets are well covered and fitted
properly. Accessories like mattress toppers and mattress protectors are well designed to ensure that
fitted sheets can add that extra comfort and protect mattresses from unpredictable accidents.

Flat sheet only has also been around for a long time. Going back to the history, the Egyptian
Pharaohs were the first to offer these range of versatile bed sheets. These are primarily used for
covering the top sheet between the mattressâ€™s duvet and body. Some people have been using these
sheets till date as they offer great comfort. Available in varied sizes, staring from single to emperor
bed sheets, these flat sheets can cover all possible sizes of mattresses.

Regardless of the bed sheets chosen, the requirements for bed linen will depend on the quality of
fabric and itâ€™s aesthetically. Convenience is another key factor for choosing fitted sheet only. Fitted
sheets require less time to put on beds, this making it a perfect choice for people who are in a hurry.
Also, these bed sheets ensure that comfort is optimum. Washing and cleaning this linen is also very
convenient, which makes it a perfect choice.

There are some reputable brands of fitted sheet only that should be chosen. Because there are
specific requirements for luxury bed sheets and linen, people should only buy these stuffs from
some of the leading brands in this world. Such brands offer the best quality of thread counts and
highly standardized material. When cotton bed sheets are concerned, there should be no
compromise with the quality of cotton. Only the best and reputed brands can offer the best quality
cotton. Therefore, the material matters the most.

Egyptian count with the highest thread count is the premium quality of bed sheets that fits very well
and looks extraordinary.
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best comfort and convenience of use. 
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